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Contribution. [1] claims that true progressive harmony is unattested and all putative progressive 

harmony processes are reducible to (i) stem-control (e.g. Turkish), (ii) stress-control (e.g. Claro), 

or (iii) initial prominence-control (e.g. Tutrugbu). [1] proposes a set of OT constraints whose 

possible rankings derive the attested harmony patterns and do not derive any system where pure 

progressive spread can be divorced from (i)-(iii). We show that data from Santiago Tz’utujil 

(Mayan; STz’) disproves [1]’s claim, since STz’ exhibits progressive sibilant harmony that is 

divorceable from (i)-(iii). This has two analytical consequences. First, pure progressive spread 

must be representable in the phonology (regardless of phonological framework). Second, a 

particular diachronic pathway can be proposed that explains the relative rarity of the harmony 

process. In a nutshell, a perfect storm of grammar-particular and grammar-external facts converged 

to give rise to progressive sibilant harmony in STz’. Our proposal on the emergence of the process 

sheds light on possible pathways for sound change and for how learners phonologize a pattern in 

the input; i.e., how they may attribute a surface input pattern to the phonology of the input 

grammar, when the pattern was not in fact the output of a phonological process [2].  

The facts. STz’ is a K’ichean Mayan language spoken in Guatemala. It exhibits a sibilant harmony 

process encapsulated by the descriptive rule below (see [3] for the first description of this process): 

(1)   ʃ → [+ant(erior)] /  [+ant, +strid(ent)] … _               [4] 

For our purposes, the relevant properties of  the sibilant harmony in (1) are the following: 

(2)  a. It is not stem-controlled 

 b. It is not dominant/recessive (i.e., bi-directional) 

 c. It is not stress-controlled 

 d. It is not the result of a phonologically-conditioned morphological alternation 

 e. It is not (initial) prominence-controlled 

As a result of (2)a-e, we conclude that (1) is the result of true progressive spread in the phonology. 

We now illustrate all the properties with examples from [4]. The only acceptable surface 

representation is shown for each example; all other sibilant combinations are unacceptable. 

Property (2)a is shown below; only sibilants in the suffixal field assimilate to a root [+ant] sibilant: 

(3)  a. /ʃ-iʃ-nu-t͡s’et/   →  [ʃiʃnut͡s’et]        ‘I saw you all.’ 

  COM-ABS2PL-ERG1SG-√see   

 b.  /ʃ-Ø-in-ten-saa-Vχ/ →  [ʃintensaaχ]  ‘I bathed her.’ 

  COM-ABS3SG-ERG1SG-√bathe-CAUS-TR   

 c. /ʃ-Ø-ten-saa-Vʃ-a/ →  [ʃtensaasa]  ‘She was bathed.’ 

  COM-ABS3SG-√bathe-CAUS-PASS-INTR 

(2)b is shown below; [-ant] sibilants in the root cannot be targeted by a trigger in a suffix: 

(4) /ʃ-in-t͡ʃVq-Vr-saa-Vʃ-a/ → [ʃint͡ʃqirsaasa]  ‘I was dried.’ 

 COM-ABS1SG-√dry-INCHOATIVE-CAUS-PASS-INTR   

STz’ is stress-final. The trigger is never in the stressed syllable (2)c; the target always is: 

(5) /ʃ-ee-t͡siχ-Vʃ-a/    →  [ʃi.t͡si.χo.sá]   ‘They were spoken ill of.’  

 COM-ABS3PL-√speak.ill-PASS-INTR  

The trigger and target need not be morpheme-adjacent, ruling out an analysis involving a 

phonologically-conditioned morphological alternation (2)d (see [4] for additional arguments): 

(6)  ʃ-in-t͡s'uʔ-ɓaa-Vʃ-a/  →  [ʃint͡s'uʔɓaasa]   ‘I was sat down.’ 

 COM-ABS1SG-√seated.POSITIONAL-CAUS.POSITIONAL-PASS-INTR 



Finally, we illustrate (2)e by relying on [1]’s diagnostics for progressive spread of a feature [+F]. 

If these diagnostics hold, then a prominence-control analysis is not available: 

(7) a. Does [+F] trigger left-to-right harmony?                                                   

 b. Does [+F] occur in weak positions in the absence of [+F] in strong positions? 

 c. When in weak positions, does [+F] trigger left-to-right harmony? 

STz’ harmony passes all three diagnostics; the trigger can be a root-initial C(onsonant) (8)a, a root-

final C (8b), a root-internal C (8)c, or the C in the causative suffix /-saa/ (8)d: 

(8) a.  /ʃ-Ø-t͡s'aχ-Vʃ-a/  →  [ʃt͡s'aχeesa]   ‘It was smashed.’ 

  COM-ABS3SG-√smash-PASS-INTR    

 b.  /ʃ-Ø-qas-Vʃ-a/   → [ʃqasasa]  ‘It was cut.’   

   COM-ABS3SG-√cut-PASS-INTR 

 c. /ʃ-Ø-χosq’-Vʃ-a/ → [ʃχsʛisa]  ‘It was cleaned.’ 

  COM-ABS3SG-√clean-PASS-INTR    

 d.  /ʃ-at-moj-saa-Vʃ-a/ →  [ʃatmojsaasa]   ‘You were hypnotized.’  

  COM-ABS2SG-√blind-CAUS-PASS-INTR    

It is impossible to group together the position of the triggers in (8)a-d as prominent/strong without 

rendering the notion of prominence vacuous. Crucially as well, the trigger is never in the stressed 

syllable (5), but the target is always in the stressed syllable (3). As pointed out by [1], “The best 

evidence for purely progressive harmony would come from cases where [+F] in weak positions 

triggers harmony on stronger (e.g. more morphologically interior, stressed) positions.” (emphasis 

ours). We conclude that STz’ sibilant harmony involves true progressive harmony that cannot be 

reduced to (i) stem-, (ii) stress-, or (iii) (initial) prominence-control. 

Discussion. The STz’ data have two consequences. The first is that we fill in a typological gap—

which was taken to be significant in [1]—and conclude that STz’ harmony requires progressive 

spread in the phonology. The formalization of the representation of this spread is orthogonal to our 

overall contribution, but could involve the mirror image of the R-L-AGREE[F] constraint used by 

[1] to derive true regressive spread. We consider it analytically appealing that phonology should 

freely represent true regressive and progressive spread, since the phonology lacks thus a stipulation 

that would be necessary to ban progressive spread. In other words, we consider it a mistake to 

claim that there is a conceptual advantage to limiting the grammar such that it can only represent 

regressive spread, like [1] posited based on their (then) understanding of the typological landscape.  

The second consequence of the STz’ pattern is that we are forced to provide an explanation for 

its relative rarity—why had no other harmony process been identified as requiring progressive 

spread? In our talk, we will discuss how a perfect storm of ingredients converged to allow for the 

current STz’ harmony pattern to arise diachronically. In a nutshell, three orthogonal facts about a 

prior stage of STz’ led learners to misanalyze a pattern in the input and gave rise to the innovative 

harmony process we see today. First, the existence of root-internal sibilant co-occurrence 

restrictions [3]. Second, that [-ant] sibilants occur in input-frequent prefixes. Finally, that [-ant] 

sibilants occur in input-infrequent suffixes. We will lay out why these ingredients gave rise to the 

progressive harmony attested in STz’ and not other types of harmony.  
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